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Coming to know - a New Search May 10, 1989. The best way to teach is to learn together with the students.
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Coming to know: writing to learn in the intermediate grades / edited by. Blake -- How learning logs change teaching / Nancy Chard -- Knitting writing: the Nov 15, 1989. Coming to Know is a book for teachers who are ready to put writing to work across the curriculum. It is written by teachers of grades 3 through 6. EDUCATION - About Education - NYTimes.com
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Nancie Atwell has compiled a series of articles about reading in the content areas in Coming to Know: Writing to Learn in the Intermediate Grades. The book has The Reading & Writing Project - Research Base BLTN Bibliography Middlebury Reading to Learn in the Content Areas - Google Books Result
Coming to Know is a book for teachers who are ready to put writing to work across the curriculum. Coming to Know: Writing to Learn in the Intermediate Grades . All Kindergarten Children Love to Write – Jennifer Foster, Jeff James, Nellie Coming to Know Writing to Learn in the Intermediate Grades – Nancie Atwell 2
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The Write Tools' strategies are based on the latest educational research. Coming to know: Writing to learn in the intermediate grades. Heinemann. Atwell, N. ?Good Books to Get Started Joyful Learning in Kindergarten by Bobbi Fisher. 6th
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Nancie Atwell teaches seventh-and eighth-grade writing, reading, and history. At. to Learn 1991 Coming to Know: Writing to Learn in the Intermediate Grades Reaching and Teaching Middle School Learners: Asking Students to. - Google Books Result
On her usual walk in the forest, Grace meets an unusual boy. No one believes her. But the evidence is there: the blood in the pool, the horrible injuries to her right leg. How on earth could something like that have happened? 

Going to the abandoned house seems like harmless fun, but should Amy be worried?